Aisin Transmission Rebuilt Units Now for Sale at U.S. Rebuilding Company
Website
Aisin transmission rebuilt units are now sold online through the PowertrainPros.com company.
These reconditioned gearboxes are now available for use in many automaker brands of
vehicles.
Evansville, IN (PRWEB) January 10, 2014 -- The transmission manufacturing industry remains competitive on
the global market due to technological changes in auto manufacturing. The Powertrain Pros company is one
rebuilding company that is now expanding its inventory in the U.S. This company is including Aisin
transmission rebuilt inventory for sale at http://powertrainpros.com/aisin-transmission-rebuilt.
The Aisin company is currently the largest independent producer of automatic vehicle transmissions in the
world. This company is co-owned by Toyota and provides many of the transmission builds that are used in
automaker brands. The remanufactured units currently for sale by the PowertrainPros.com company are meant
to introduce other manufacturers to the U.S. market.
The reconditioning facility that is now used to supply all of the transmissions that are posted online for sale is
updated with leading technologies. These upgrades combined with a newly hired rebuilding staff are presenting
new resources to buyers of transmission replacement inventory on a national level.
"Aisin is now one of the gearbox designs that are rebuilt by experts at our company to create solutions for
mechanics, car owners, warranty agencies and salvage industries to find quality builds online," a source at the
PowertrainPros.com company said.
One advantage that users of the company website are expected to benefit from this year is the instant sticker
price discovery system enacted online. A new change to the inventory display features online is now generating
automatic price quotations for any automatic or standard transmission in stock.
"The technology now available online is creating a faster system for inventory research and includes full
warehouse pricing for all remanufactured gearboxes," the source included.
The PowertrainPros.com now receives automated updates for each transmission unit posted for sale online.
These updates combined with the technology users of the website have available are expected to increase sales
and distribution in the U.S. market compared to the previous 12 months.
The established toll-free phone number active at 1-888-292-8807 is now one of the optional resources to
acquire pricing, company information and shipping details for every rebuilt transmission brand in stock.
About PowertrainPros.com
The PowertrainPros.com company is it expanding national company offering replacement transmissions to
buyers at low prices. This company rebuilds many automotive transmission brands inside its United States
headquarters. The PowertrainPros.com company website is one of the resources that buyers use when seeking
transmissions for sale online. The customer support team this company offers is available online and directly
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through the call center in place. The company inventory is added to each week with new builds of classic and
modern gearboxes for sale to buyers.
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Contact Information
Davey Norris
PowertrainPros.com
http://powertrainpros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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